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OP CAMPAIGN ADVENTURE #2:   
THE COMPASS OF LOST TREASURES

Intelligence gathered by your faction has led your forces to a portal through which you may recover the fabled 
Compass of Lost Treasures. This artifact can, according to legend, find any lost treasure unseen for over a 
millennium. The Cult of the Dragon seeks to use the Compass to discover treasures to add to Tiamat’s hoard, 
while the Harper Legion hopes to stop them.

Of course, as per usual in this conflict, espionage and counter-espionage have once again ensured that an 
enemy has arrived in this place at nearly precisely the same moment, via a similar portal.

Looking around the massive, brightly-lit interior of the enchanted Vault, you notice a raised dais in the center 
of the room with something glistening upon it. Centered in the eastern and western walls are two massive 
portcullises, with no obvious mechanism for opening them from the inside. But if one could be broken down, 
your forces might escape with this item of inestimable value...

ADVENTURE SET-UP
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2

SPECIAL COMPONENTS: Two Portcullis Tokens  
(1” X 6”), one Dais Token (4” X 4”), one Treasure 
Token, 6 Grab Tokens (three North, three South), 
and 8 Portcullis Damage Tokens

LEGION POINTS: 120 per side, of which 30 are 
allocated to a Reinforcement Booster.  

Center the Porcullis Tokens on the eastern and 
western edges of the Play Area (making sure they are 
“Closed” side up), and the Dais Token in the dead 
center of the Play Area. Place the Treasure Token, 
representing the Compass, on top of the Pedestal 
image depicted in the center of the Dais Token. Keep 
the Portcullis Damage Tokens and Grab Tokens 
nearby. Then players place creatures in their Starting 
Areas according to the normal Set-Up Rules for  
2 players.

SPECIAL RULES
Because this battle takes place inside a Vault, 
creatures cannot maneuver out of the Play Area 
(except through an Open Portcullis - see below). 
Instead, the edges of the Play Area represent walls. 
If a creature would end its movement outside the 
Play Area (or on top of a Closed Portcullis), it is not 
defeated, but must simply back itself up to the point 
at which it is wholly inside the Play Area without 
touching a Closed Portcullis. Flying creatures who 

are forced to end their movement in this way must 
immediately land. Note: The Vault is magically 
sealed, so Incorporeal creatures cannot pass through 
the walls or Closed Portcullises.

Any creature (or Troop’s Point Soldier) on the ground 
within Range 1 of the Treasure Token may perform 
the following Action if the Treasure Token is on the 
Dais Token.
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• ACTION: Place a Grab Token of your color 
beside your creature. 

Each round, at the end of the Activation Phase (right 
before the Combat Phase), check the creatures in 
the Play Area. If no creature possesses a Grab Token, 
then proceed to the Combat Phase as normal.

However, if at least one Creature possesses a Grab 
Token, then:

a) if there are more Grab Tokens in the Play Area 
of one color than the other, place the Treasure 
Token on or near the base of the last creature 
from the majority side to place a token (i.e. the 
highest Level creature on that side). Then return 
the Grab Tokens to the players, and proceed to 
the Combat Phase.

b) if there are an equal number of Grab Tokens 
of each color in the Play Area, award the Treasure 
Token to the last creature to place one (i.e. 
the highest Level creature). Then return the 
Grab Tokens to the players, and proceed to the 
Combat Phase.

If the creature who holds the Treasure Token takes 
damage during an attack, roll 1 attack die for each 
point of damage sustained during that attack. If a  
[ ] or [ ] result is rolled on any of the dice, the 
Compass is dropped and the magic of the Vault 
teleports the Treasure Token back to the Dais. 
Similarly, if the creature with the Treasure Token 
receives lethal damage, the Treasure Token 
automatically teleports back to the Dais. In both 
cases, place the Treasure Token back on top of the 
Pedestal Illustration on the Dais Token.

Attacks can be made against the Closed Portcullises, 
which are considered ground “creatures” for card 
text purposes, but which are immune to critical 
effects and Poison damage. Each Portcullis features 
a Fortification Value (FV) of 1, which is like Armor 
but which can deflect attacks that normally penetrate 
Armor (Fire Breath, Ice Storm, etc.); however, critical 
hits bypass the FV as normal. Each Portcullis has 
a Health of 4. Record the damage received by each 
Portcullis using the Portcullis Damage Tokens (since 
they are immune to critical effects).

Once a Portcullis has received at least 4 damage, it 
is destroyed; carefully flip the Token to its “Open” 
side. Creature bases may touch an Open Portcullis 
Token without being pulled back like they would with 
a Closed Portcullis Token. A creature that ends its 
movement completely outside of the Play Area with 
its Maneuver Template touching an Open Portcullis 
has escaped the Play Area. A creature that is only 
partially outside the Play Area but whose base is 
touching an Open Portcullis remains where it is 
(i.e. it does not pull back). Such a creature is still 

considered to be in play but only the parts of its base 
still in the Play Area can be targeted.

If an escaped creature does not have the Treasure 
Token, it is considered defeated and removed 
from the game. If an escaped creature does have 
the Treasure Token, then the Adventure is over. 
Do not consider that creature removed from the 
game when tallying Scenario Points (see Adventure 
Scoring below).

Due to the magical nature of the Vault, no player may 
activate the Time Stop or Dimension Door spells 
during this Adventure.

END OF ADVENTURE
The Adventure ends immediately when one of the 
following conditions is met:

1) a creature (or Troop’s Point Soldier) escapes 
with the Compass (Treasure Token);

OR

2) at the end of any round in which at least one 
player’s creatures have all been defeated;

OR

3) Time is called for the Adventure. 

ADVENTURE SCORING  
& VICTORY
If the Adventure ends because a creature escaped 
with the Compass, that player wins the Adventure.

If the Adventure ends because only one player has 
creatures remaining in the Play Area during the End 
Phase, that player wins the Adventure. In the event 
that all remaining creatures are defeated during the 
same End Phase, the player who owns the highest 
Level creature that was defeated during the final 
round wins the Adventure. If more than one defeated 
creature is tied for the highest Level, the tied creature 
that had initiative when the creatures were removed 
from play is considered the highest Level.

If the Adventure ends due to time being called, then 
the player with the highest Scenario Points wins the 
Adventure. Each Player receives Scenario Points in 
the amount of:

[120 - Opponent’s Legion Remainder]

A player’s Legion Remainder is equal to the number 
of Legion Points remaining in his Legion; this 
includes any Upgrades that were tucked beneath 
surviving Creatures because the player discarded the 
Upgrades to use their text ability. Remember that 
if one of your creatures escaped with the Compass, 
that creature is still considered a part of your Legion 
for these purposes.
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Players should always calculate their Scenario Points 
regardless of how the Adventure was won.

The Player who wins the Adventure receives  
2 Campaign Points (+1 Campaign Point if his creature 
escaped with the Treasure Token). The other Player 
receives 1 Campaign Point for participating in the 
Adventure. Players should record their Campaign 
Points and their Scenario Points on their Score 
Sheets before proceeding to the next round.

STORYLINE ORGANIZED  
PLAY INSTRUCTIONS 
BATTLE ROUNDS: Tournaments are run in 3 Battle 
Rounds. Each player will battle against 1 other player 
in each 60 minute Battle Round. Prior to the first 
Battle Round, players will be assigned opponents 
randomly. After the first Battle Round, players are 
assigned to one another based on Campaign Points 
(highest against highest, second highest against 
second highest, etc.). If two or more players are 
tied for the same amount of Campaign Points, use 
Scenario Points as the tie breaker. A Battle Round 
ends when one player is eliminated or the time limit 
is reached or another condition specified by the 
Adventure is reached. If the time limit is reached, the 
player with the most Scenario Points at the end of 
that Battle Round wins. 

BYES: If there is an odd number of players, then 
one player will be assigned a Bye in each Battle 
Round. That player does not participate in the 
Battle Round, but receives 2 Campaign Points (see 
Campaign Points below). In the first Battle Round, 
the Bye is determined randomly. During subsequent 
Battle Rounds, the player with the least amount of 
Campaign Points will be assigned the Bye. If the 
player with the least amount of Campaign Points 
has already received a Bye, then assign the Bye to 
the player with the next least amount of Campaign 
Points who has not received a Bye. 

LEGION BUILDING: At the start of a tournament, 
players must record their Legions on a Legion Build 
Sheet.  Players CANNOT change their Legions 
between Battle Rounds. Players have a number of 
Legion Points (LP), listed on the Set-Up section of 
the OP Kit’s Overview, with which to equip their 
Legions using the standard Legion Building Rules 
(see page 28 of the full Rules of Play). At the start 
of every Battle Round players must verify their 
opponent’s Legion build and sign off on it. 

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS: In addition to normal 
Legion Building, each player may equip their Legion 
with Campaign Artifacts. 

NOTE – Unless a player is using one or more 
Adornments of Tiamat or Regalia of Bahamut Campaign 
Artifact Cards, they may use no more than ONE 
Campaign Artifact Card. However, a player may use 
up to six Adornment of Tiamat or Regalia of Bahamut 
Campaign Artifact Cards with different names. Players 
CANNOT change Campaign Artifacts between Battle 
Rounds. 

CAMPAIGN POINTS: At the end of every Battle 
Round, players receive CAMPAIGN POINTS based 
on their performance in that Battle Round (2 PTS 
for a Win, 2 PTS for a Bye and 1 PT for a Loss). 
Campaign Points are recorded on the Score Sheet.

SCENARIO POINTS: Players receive SCENARIO 
POINTS at the end of every Battle Round. Scenario 
Points are used to break ties of players’ Win/Loss 
records for purposes of determining round pairings 
and final ranks. Scenario Points are equal to the 
current month’s maximum Legion Build number 
MINUS the number of LP left in your opponent’s 
surviving Legion PLUS any bonuses specified by the 
Adventure.  A player who receives a Bye will receive 
a number of Scenario Points equal to the average 
of all other players’ Scenario Points for that round 
(rounded up). Scenario Points are recorded on 
players’ Legion Build Sheets.

SURVIVING LEGION: A player’s surviving Legion 
includes: 1) Any of that player’s creatures that are not 
destroyed, 2) any Upgrades those creatures are still 
equipped with, and 3) any Upgrades that are placed 
under the Creature Card.  NOTE: Any Upgrades 
that a player discards to use for their text ability are 
placed under the Creature Card on which they were 
equipped. Any Upgrades that are under a creature 
that was destroyed are also destroyed.  

WINNING THE TOURNAMENT: All players’ Legion 
Build Sheets are collected at the end of the Month’s 
tournament and each player’s Campaign Points 
and Scenario Points are tallied. The player with the 
highest cumulative Campaign Points at the end of 3 
Battle Rounds is the winner! If there is a tie for the 
most Campaign Points, then the tied player with the 
most Scenario Points is the winner.

BREAKING TIES: If there is a tie between 2 or more 
players’ Campaign and Scenario Points at the end of 
any Battle Round, the tie will be broken by a roll off. 
Each player rolls 5 attack dice and the player with the 
most  results is the winner.
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LEGION BUILD SHEET
DATE

EVENT

NAME

EMAIL

TOURNAMENT INFORMATION PLAYER INFORMATION

TYPE CARD TITLE LP TYPE CARD TITLE LP

CREATURE Creature 1 Creature 2

UPGRADES

TOTAL LP TOTAL LP

TYPE CARD TITLE LP TYPE CARD TITLE LP

CREATURE Creature 3 Creature 4

UPGRADES

TOTAL LP TOTAL LP

UPGRADE TYPES

Dr = Dragon

M = Monster

H = Heroic

E = Equipment

A = Arcane

Di = Divine

UPGRADE TYPES

Dr = Dragon

M = Monster

H = Heroic

E = Equipment

A = Arcane

Di = Divine

CARD TITLE LP

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 1

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 2

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 3

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 4

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 5

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 6

If you have more than 4 creatures in your Legion, record the additional creatures on the back of this page.
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BEFORE BATTLE STARTS: AFTER BATTLE ENDS:
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